


The new sTandard 
in lighTing conTrols
Advances in technology have left occupancy sensors behind. Even the basics 
need rethinking and a fresh perspective. SENSORWORX is redefining he 
technology standard for sensors to make them great again.

[RE] Think insTallaTion
Installation time is money to an electrical contractor... especially when doing 
retrofit work. We are creating a brand from the ground up with not only 
performance but installation convenience in mind.

MadE in aMERica
We take pride in our work. We have pride in our team and know that quality 
requires attention to detail at all levels of the manufacturing process. That is 
why SENSORWORX proudly manufactures lighting controls in the United States.



nEW TEchnoloGY
SENSORWORX products have been designed utilizing the latest generation of 
microprocessors. This provides us a solid foundation for our initial lineup of 
SENSORWORX products (below) that utilize advanced digital signal processing 
techniques to enhance our passive infrared and acoustic occupant detection 
technologies. This also provides a powerful platform that can support future 
SENSORWORX features.

Wall SWitch  
SENSOR
SWX-100 SERiES

FiXtuRE MOuNt  
SENSOR
SWX-500 SERiES

POWER 
Pack
SWX-900 SERiES

cEiliNg  
SENSOR
SWX-200 SERiES

WidE ViEW  
SENSOR
SWX-400 SERiES



conTRacToR FRiEndlY
Prior to designing any product we consult with electricians and contractors 
to learn their preferences, pain-points, and ideas for a more ideal sensor 
experience.  What results are products with unique mechanical features that 
add convenience and reduce the amount of labor required for installation.



Who is sEnsoRWoRx?
SENSORWORX products are designed, produced, and sold by BLP 
Technologies, Inc. of Essex, Connecticut. Founded in 2017 by engineers with 
decades of experience in lighting controls, the team behind SENSORWORX 
has an unmatched resume of bringing high quality and innovative products 
to the lighting and building control marketplace. With particular expertise 
in occupancy sensing, BLP Technologies is uniquely qualified to make the 
SENSORWORX brand the new standard of quality and technology excellence.

Vision sTaTEMEnT
Our vision is to be the company from which customers prefer to purchase 
lighting controls, to manufacture exclusively in the U.S., and to maintain a 
brand that is the standard of performance, convenience, and quality.



sEnsoRWORX PROducts aRe PROudly 
made in the usa at OuR state-Of-the-aRt  

electROnics manufactuRing facility 
in cOnnecticut.
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